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Album: PANDA POINTS!        
We are very exited to let the world know our album 
Panda Points is ready. We have worked on the album 
since our first steps in music in 2020.  

As you might know: Panda Points are referring to the 
number of months you haven’t had sex. And as we have 
been working on this album for almost 2 years in the late 
hours, you might understand we have earned a lot of 
Panda Points. It will probably make us Panda’s of the year!  
This also might explain why the tracks on this album are 
rather sad and dark. There just was no time for love while 
working on our Panda Project. There’s clearly a reason 
why pandas are nearly extinct.  
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DIZZY PANDA 

Dizzy Panda is a DIY 
collaboration project of two 
Dutch guys with a panda 
mask. Like all panda’s they 
have a bright and a dark 
side…. They don’t stick to a 
specific genre and like to 
blend genres with a touch of 
psychedelic/dark (Dizzy) or 
retro/chill (Panda) influences. 
Please join us on our journey!  

What’s next?  

DIZZY PANDA is working on 
several projects.  

Our next album will be very 
chill and jazzy. Besides this 
we are working on some cool 
collaborations with singers 
and DJ’s. We can’t wait to 
share the results.  

PRESS RELEASE 

DIZZY PANDA - PANDA POINTS                  
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Panda Points contains 15 tracks. Most of them are 
inspired by Trip Hop and downbeat from the ’90’s. 
Available at our Youtube Channel and at MusiQcast.com 
(including bonus track). Some additional info about the 
tracks (check our website for more info):  

Take Your Soul - A dark triphop track inspired by killer clowns. ISRC: 
QZDA62249382 

I Want My Baby - A combination of rock and pop. Bit inspired by Billie Eilish. 
Just like Feeling Grey. ISRC: QZDA62249383 

Extra Step - Another triphop track. One of our favs. ISRC: QZDA62249384 

They Call Up On Me - The first triphop from outer space. ISRC:QZDA62249385 

Crazy - Triphop about someone who earned more Panda Points than us. 
ISRC:QZDA62249386 

Emergency Warning - We gave this slow pop track a twist in the video. ISRC: 
QZDA62249387 

Before 10 - Ok, this is a bit experimental. Like John did with his number 9. 
ISRC:QZDA62249388 

Blame Me - This is sad. Reminded us of a forrest in Japan. Take care! 
ISRC:QZDA62249389 

Whimsical Neighbour - A triphop track dedicated to that particular neighbour. 
ISRC:QZDA62249390 

Feeling Grey - Another sad track. But we really like how the video worked out. A 
remix will follow later.. ISRC:QZDA62249391 

Morpheus’ Arms - Felt like we already knew this song. Our tune for The Walking 
Dead. ISRC:QZDA62249392 

So Funny - Just a funny beat. Or is it not? ISRC:QZDA62249393 

Revenge II - A lot to discover in this one. Even Brahms is in here. If you like it go 
find Revenge pt I. ISRC:QZDA62249394 

I Do Not Follow - Dedicated to Lucas Gil who discovers and shares brilliant 
music at his Supernova Radio Show (lucas.glitterbeam.co.uk) and inspired by 
the story of Cyrano De Bergerac”. ISRC:QZDA62249395 

Havanna Syndrome - Hey, this track doesn’t fit the album! Agreed. This is a 
small taster of our next album. Jazzy it will be! Besides this, Havana Syndrome is 
about a mysterious headache, which also gives us an additional Panda Point! 
ISRC:QZDA62249396 

Happy to meet! 

Find us at dizzypandarecords.nl, Bandcamp (https://
dizzypanda.bandcamp.com) or join us at our socials (Facebook, 
Twitter, Youtube, Instagram, TikTok: @dizzypandamusic). Our 
new music often premiere at: MusiQcast.com and 
Pinguinradio.com. Demo’s at our Soundcloud. Any questions? 
Feel free to contact us at dizzypandarecords@gmail.com.
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How it all started 

Dizzy Panda started out of 
curiosity. Is it possible to launch 
music without any knowledge of 
music? Without playing an 
instrument? Without knowing 
anyone in the industry? We had 
to learn how to use the DAW, mix 
and master. We found out a way 
to create our own music video’s 
and had to learn how things work 
at social media. Thanks to our 
fellow indie artists we have 
learned a lot. And we have met 
some amazing supporters of our 
music along the way. 

How it was made 

The album is completely DIY and 
build up using samples. All the 
instruments, sounds, images, 
lyrics are reused, yes in a legal 
way. This makes us reproducers 
rather than producers, right?  

The artwork has been created by 
Ramon Pliushc. Download the file 
here: Artwork (front). We recently 
found out he lives in the Ukraine. 
Not sure how he is and what he is 
doing. Imagining Ramon has now 
replaced his pencil for a machine 
gun. Real life is always darker…
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DIZZY PANDA - Panda Points [ALBUM, Front]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0JJ9_SVf5dg
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